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The Signet Classics edition of William Shakespeare's comedic play about two enduring human

illusionsâ€”the dream of a simple life and the ideal of romantic love.Â Banished from her uncle's

court, young princess Rosalind disguises herself as a farmer and encounters a memorable cast of

charactersâ€”including her love Orlandoâ€”in the Forest of Arden in this witty, subversive

comedy.This revised Signet Classics edition includes unique features such as: â€¢ An overview of

Shakespeare's life, world, and theater â€¢Â A special introduction to the play by the editor, Albert

Gilmanâ€¢ Selections from Thomas Lodge's Rosalynd, the source from which Shakespeare derived

As You Like It â€¢ Dramatic criticism fromÂ Arthur Colby Sprague, Helen Gardener, and others â€¢

A comprehensive stage and screen history of notable actors, directors, and productions â€¢ Text,

notes, and commentaries printed in the clearest, most readable text â€¢ And more...
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My appreciation for Shakespearean comedies have increased with age. I liked "As You Like It" - it

made for a good comedy and a good introduction for someone to Shakespeare.The Kindle version

is pretty much flawless - it's copied from a good source and doesn't have any glaring transcription

errors as some free e-books do.If you want a good introduction to Shakespeare, or even just want to

branch out from his dramatic plays - give it a try. It's a free book - what can go wrong?

The plot involves a lot of people disguising themselves as the opposite gender but in the end



everyone ends up with the one they really love. In that sense it's like a light romantic comedy but it

also includes a lot of the great writing that Shakespeare is known for, including many of his most

famous lines, such as the "all the world's a stage" monologue, and I hadn't realized this is the play

the phrase "motley fool" came from. If you like Shakespeare, this is a must read, and it's

entertaining as just a fun play.This kindle version is well formatted, though no footnotes or line

numbers.

"As You Like It" is bar none, one of Shakespeare's VERY best works. It is probably the most poetic

of the comedies and contains perhaps as many famous quotations as any other of his plays.

Rosalind is perhaps his greatest female character and this work, along with the equally (or even

more) brilliant "Midsummer Night's Dream," is the best example of Shakespeare's theme of the

"dream world" vs. the "real" world. This play, especially the scenes in the forest, is a celebration of

language and the power of the freedom of the imagination. It consequently can be read as a

criticism of the "real world," here represented by Duke Ferdinand's court. Like many of the other

comedies, Shakespeare is mocking the "ideal" which many in his society would have praised.

Though this play deals with some pretty dark themes (which of his plays doesn't?) it is a

light-hearted and fully enjoyable read!

As You Like It has many qualities to attract readers and audiences. Rosalind is one of the great

heroines of all romantic literature. The play has more outstanding speeches than almost any other

that has ever been written. Astonishing plot complications are quickly resolved in the simplest

possible way, reflecting a playwright's tour de force. The Forest of Arden appears as a character in

creating a magical atmosphere whereby all perceptions change, and all are healed. Right wins out,

especially in drawing on good character . . . even from formerly badly behaving people. And for

those who love marriages, this book has one of the most impressive ceremonies of all time in

literature. Humans have never looked nobler in the end than in this play. Yet the play also abounds

with some of the greatest lines of Shakespeare's fools that cause all of us to see that humility is

more called for than pride or ambition. Certainly, As You Like It will make you feel the presence of

an unmatched genius, that should inspire even the most arrogant to feel humbled in the Bard's

presence.My recommendation is that you first see a performance (whether in person, or on a

recording). If that's not possible, try for an audio. Many outstanding actors have been taped. After

you have the sights and sounds of the play firmly in mind, then read the play. You'll find that your

earlier experiences will unlock more of the play's depths, imagery and pleasures for you.Where in



life is being true to your word very important? How can you improve your life by being more reliable

in this way?

Note: This is a review of the particular "Cambridge School Shakespeare" edition [Edited by Rex

Gibson, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000] of As You Like it and not a review of the

play itself.This edition (a) contains the unabridged play and (b) tries to explain and elucidate

Shakespeare's play to teenagers of the age of maybe 15-17. It clarifies difficult language, highlights

the main conflicts, puts the play into a historical context and the context of the literary tradition that it

belongs to. It encourages the reader to think of different possible ways to play the characters and

different ways to understand the play.I am not a teenager and I am not 16 years old any more, in

fact, I am 53 years old with a PhD in Economics and a Masters in Psychology. I read Shakespeare

for fun, to challenge my brain, and to grow personally. I found this edition of the play very helpful

and enjoyable. The commentary neither spoiled my fun by overanalyzing or showing off its

learnedness nor did it offend my intelligence by oversimplifying. In addition, the layout of the book is

quite reader-friendly.If you are a Shakespeare scholar or a scholar of English Lit, this edition will

probably be too simple for you. For people of my caliber, however, I can really recommend this

edition. Enjoy!

Let me begin by saying that my three-star rating solely concerns this edition of "As You Like It". The

play itself is one of Shakespeare's finest comedies and is deserving of five stars indeed. I've long

held that the Oxford School Shakespeare is the finest introductory Shakespeare series available, for

it typically portrays a perfect balance of scholarly rigor, readability, and concern for performance.

However, recently I've observed that Oxford U.P. seems to be holding the newer Oxford School

entries such as "Henry V" to higher standards of thoroughness and innovation than older entries

such as this one. Like Roma Gill's Oxford School edition of "Julius Caesar", her edition of "As You

Like It", while quite readable, is extremely thin in terms of commentary and supplementary material.

To be sure, the insubstantial supplementary material reads like a compilation of throwaway material

-- facsimiled sheet music for "It Was a Lover and His Lass" without any discussion of how it's been

performed in previous productions, unhelpful classwork and examinations, a paltry background

section, and a desultory "exploration" section, the point of which is altogether unclear. This reviewer

recommends the Oxford World's Classics edition of "As You Like It" instead.
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